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SPACE

What does agriculture mean? 
a) Building a town
b) Working the land
c) Digging a hole

What were the first  
agricultural shows for? 
a) To discuss town planning
b) To share ideas about farming  
c) To test fireworks

When was the first agricultural 
show held in Adelaide? 
a) 1788
b) 1840
c) 1901
d) 1914

Which of these animals would 
you expect to find at a typical 
agricultural show?
a) Leopard
b) Porcupine
c) Cow
d) Lemur

Apple-packing competitions  
were once a popular part of the 
Royal Adelaide Show. 
a) True
b) False

Which of these sideshow  
alley rides was at the 1980  
Royal Adelaide Show? 
a) Mad Man 
b) Mad World
c) Mad Mouse

Which of the following has not 
featured in the main arena of a 
Royal Adelaide Show?  
a) Karaoke 
b) Fireworks
c) High-flying acrobats 
d) Precision driving

Which of these sideshow alley acts 
would you still expect to see at a 
typical agricultural show? 
a) Boxing tent
b) Bearded woman
c) Shooting gallery
d) Snake charmer

Which of these acts performed 
for the first time in Australia at the 
Royal Adelaide Show in 1968?
a) Rocket Man
b) Evel Knievel 
c) Chad Morgan

When was the first  
Ferris wheel built? 
a) 1893, for the Chicago World’s Fair
b) 1924, for the Paris Olympics
c) 1931, for the opening of the Empire  
     State Building
d) 1988, for the Australian Bicentenary

ROYAL ADELAIDE 
SHOW QUIZ

How much do you know about the Royal Adelaide Show?
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